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Reviewer's report:

Discretionary Revisions
I would suggest you describe the characteristics of your participants

Minor Essential Revisions
Data analysis section still needs some improvement. Please describe what you actually did during this process. If you had analyzed data manually you should say so, otherwise if specific analytical framework was used you should acknowledge the founder as there are so many content analytical frameworks and these have different approaches in analyzing qualitative data.

In Table 1, please show clearly what are themes, categories and codes. The way it has been presented categories have been represented as codes.

Eg Theme: Awareness of fistula (please refer fistula as obstetric fistula consistently)
Category: Leaking urine from childbirth
Codes: persistent smell, women always wet,........

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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